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About This Game

"Don't open the doors!" is a claymation action adventure in an odd world of talking pumpkins, blue trees and stuff like that.

The city is in danger! The doors came out of nowhere. Everything near them began to talk and almost everything tried to eat
you. Solving this problem is no sweat: you only have to find the Main super door and blast it with a super megabomb. As a real
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hero, you'll have to handle it yourself. However, everything is sure to go haywire!

Game features:

An open clayworld: explore it and face different challenges;

Odd, talking characters: conversations with mushrooms, bugs, pumpkins etc. will be your common practice;

A destructible environment: with a huge hammer in hand, you'll have no chance to be bored;

Traps, secrets, bosses. There are no tedious places behind the doors;

Out of pop corn gun ammo? Search for cornfields. Looking for a healing compote? Pick some berries!

Everything is made from plasticine. Over 8000 photos and an enormous number of editing hours. The game is entirely
hand made!
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Title: Don't open the doors!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Anton Riot and Co
Publisher:
Anton Riot
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016
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English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Four months and two cars!!! WOOOOOOW!!! Awesome!!! Yep, it's sarcasm. Hello, RedDot? I managed to get married at this
time, and You created DLC with TWO cars?! What next? "Properly operating screws in Maluch DLC" for 8EUR? Come on!
Before You release the hard mode I'll be a grandpa! It's ridiculous. I give up, I'll not waste time waiting for don't know what. I
done, I'll waiting for Automation, hopefully Australians are more liable and they'll listen what's the players need.. So slow, I
want a refund!. Pay your dollar and work for this virtual company for a while. You will probably like it.. I like both the concept
and the price. The execution, however, is terrible - obvious synonyms are missing (e.g. none of distort, disfigure, twist, warp or
deform are synonyms for gnarl), and sometimes the synonyms don't make any sense (I think conceal was a synonym for
concealment?).. This game is incredible. The puzzles are difficult and surreal but still make perfect sense. The atmosphere
manages to be as dark and eerie as the rest of the series. And the story wraps up almost the whole series perfectly. it's also
longer than other games in the series, with more content than any of the others. This is my favourite game in the series and that's
saying something.. completely different to all the other total wars
totally recommend. Good decent game. A bit short, but that's the genre's plague.. An Amazing Quick Grame that has an
awesome variety of ways you will be tasked to defeat your opponents!
At $0.99 max, this game is absolutelty worth it!

10\/10 (Consedering the Price)
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There is no game (choices) here in this title;
= This a pure linear story and nothing else.

So is the story worth the time?

Well, personally I have seen "this" type of story before in other types of media.
So for me this gave almost nothing more then a few screenshoots.

However the art in this title is "esqusite" (im sure its misspelled) so I have to give it a YES.. Trouble and strafe

HARD RESET sets out to provide old-school run and gun fun, and it succeeds admirably. The combat is frenetic (and tough at
times) with waves of enemies being punctuated by simple puzzles and a light story line. The graphics are good for an indie game
and the environments are impressive and immersive (it’s clearly influenced by Blade Runner, and that’s no bad thing). Physics
play an important role: there are plenty of explosive and electrifying objects in the environments to help with the frenzied
firefights. The enemies are well-designed and quirky (some even have propellers on their heads) and, although there aren’t that
many classes, their attack methods develop as the game progresses to keep things mixed up. Although you only get two weapons
both can be upgraded to add lots of additional fire modes (I liked this aspect -- some games have too many weapons). I really
enjoyed this game despite the fact that I normally prefer a more nuanced shooter. It’s fast, furious, and a whole lot of fun. 4/5.
They should call this ShenZEN solitaire, because when ever I play it I achieve a sense of peaceful serenity, ahahahaha

...I-I'll just leave quietly.. Unfortunately, this is another one of those times that makes me wish Steam's review system had a
"Mixed" option for writing reviews. Ultimately, this is not a game I would recommend to people seeing as how it doesn't really
have enough actual game-play to it, but I still think it's interesting enough for people to consider looking at.

The Pretentious Game is another one of those titles that has the sole intention of potraying a story and conveying a message,
while it certainly succeeds in it's aim to convey a message (quite a powerful one at that), it isn't a game, it is just another lecture.
I am a fan of platformers, including minimalistic ones so this game looked like something I would enjoy, for the sake of £0.99 I
thought it would be worth looking at... it was, but it certainly wasn't what I had hoped for. There is close to no gameplay
whatsoever, it has a few puzzles that require little thinking to overcome and as far as platforming goes, there is no challenge
here at all. Pretentious Game is nothing more than an intereactive story I'm afraid, you would get the same result watching a
play-through on YouTube as you would going through Pretentious Game yourself.

Thomas Was Alone is a good example of what this game likely attempted to set out to be, it does a great job of telling a story
while using minimalistic graphics and also has enough actual game-play and platforming in it to justify calling it a game. 
Pretentious Game doesn't, The best thing about it is the message it conveys, that's a fact. It is powerful and can really make
you think about your own life and situation, so it definitely has that going for it.
If you are into games that are more like interactive poems then I would say check this game out regardless of the lack of
gameplay it has to offer. It's not something I regret purchasing, but it's not something that I would play again.. You simply hit
the guy at least 100 times before he goes down, he knocks you out with 20 hits tho.. best game evur. zipple is my hero. !!!!!. Ok,
I've got over 100+ hours. I know the how and the whys of this game. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME!!! The mouse controls
need a lot more work. Key board controls are much more simple, but you have to learn them and they are not done with any
intelligence. There are countless bugs, lock-ups, and total frustration. If some player wants to do an action let it go to the action,
but a back button!! asking "are you sure" for every thing is crazy. Just like this game. I want my money back!. totally crazy :D

I'm really sad that I finished all 30 levels because it was so funny. The best part was to play this game on stream, so I was able to
share it with a lot of great people which enhanced this experience. Not sure how good is the title when you play it alone, but if
you have open mind.. you can kill army of penguins with three giant snakes..it's awesome, right? :D. 'member when this cost
1$?. Charlie the Duck is a remake of a 1996 side-scrolling platformer with the same name and developer.

You can find a about over 10 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=XRu-iKdupII

You control Charlie the Duck. The goal of the game is simple, progress through 3 Worlds, each make up of 3 stages and an
additional boss stage.
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Movement is simply left and right, with a jump. Some of the water that Charlie can swim on are portals to hidden areas -
pressing down will take you to an addition zone on the stage so you can collect additional coins and diamonds. It is prudent to
check all the water parts as I found some stages include multiple hidden zones.

You can play with keyboard or controller - but I found that sometimes while using the thumb stick to move on my xbox
controller that Charlie would just keep walking in the direction I was pressing, even after releasing it. All I could do is put him
up against an obstacle in the game and wait for it to stop. I have not had this problem with other games, so I do not believe it is
an issue with my setup. Using the D-Pad on the controller to move seemed to avoid this problem.

I thought sound effects were fine, as was the music. The graphics are a 16 bit style, and the background is layered to give visual
depth.

Gameplay wise, its an adequate platformer which (at my skill level) I found challenging enough. Thankfully when I died I could
continue from the start of the world stage I reached. This was appreciated as I died A LOT on the 1st boss. But it does take
away from the replayability of the game, I don't see myself playing it again after I have completed it.

I was torn on recommending this game. Gameplay wise its fine, but I feel the price at release is too high given the amount of
content in the game. It took me a bit over 30 minutes to complete the 1st world. If that continues for the other 2, then I will be
finished in an hour and a half. For $6.99, that is a limited amount of play considering I don't feel there is much replayability. If
you are interested, I recommend waiting for a sale before picking it up, at a cheaper price I would recommending if platformers
is your preferred game.

If you do decide to buy this game, just a tip for fighting the first boss (the fish). You need to jump on his eyes, closer to front of
his body instead nearer to the spikes on his back to score a hit.
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